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QUESTION 1

In this scenario, you are testing the deployment of "in-application support" (Help function) within your application. During
your testing from an application page, you notice that the updated UPK content (logic) is an older version and does not
display the recently updated content that you sent for publishing. 

Identify two reasons for this. 

A. Your UPK administrator published the correct content and you found that the correct content was moved to the
correct web server location. 

B. Your UPK administrator published the correct Module and you found that the correct Module was moved to the wrong
web server location. 

C. Your UPK administrator published the incorrect Section and moved this content to the wrong web server location 

D. Your UPK administrator published the incorrect Topic and moved this content to the correct web server location. 

E. Your UPK administrator published the correct content and you found that the correct content was moved to the
Admins local (Desktop) location. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

Select the option that describes what happens when an author updates content using the developer in a multi-user
installation. 

A. The content can be updated by other authors and multiple versions will be created on the servers. 

B. The content can be updated by other authors and the date stamp will be used to determine the version to be used. 

C. The content is locked on the server preventing modifications from other authors until the content is published. 

D. The content is locked on the server preventing modifications from other authors until the changes are reflected in the
server. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

After importing user accounts into the Knowledge Center, you notice that certain user accounts in your import file were
not created in the Knowledge Center. Your import file is formatted properly. 

Identify the reason why certain accounts were not created in the Knowledge Center. 

A. Your Knowledge Center installation includes required custom user fields. The user accounts that were not created
during the import did not have these fields populated in the import file. 

B. The user accounts that were not created in the Knowledge Center include special characters which are not allowed
and, therefore, were skipped during the import. 
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C. You may have imported a very large number of users and exceeded the limit allowed in a single import File. 

D. The import file may have been opened in an editor during the import process, which causes the process to be
interrupted. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

You receive an error message during a silent installation because of incorrect syntax. Identify the correct syntax. 

A. "\setup.exe" / s / f1 "\ setup.iss" 

B. x:\my folder\setup.exe"/ s / f1"x: \ setup.igs 

C. "x:\my folder\setup.exe"/s / f1"x: \setup.iss" 

D. \ setup.exe " / g / f1 " \ setup.iss" 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

You are installing the Knowledge Center on a secure website. The Installer defaults to the website. Identify two benefits
of using a secure website for the Knowledge Center implementation. 

A. Secure sockets layer (SSL) secures communication from the Knowledge Center web server to the database server
so that the data is encrypted between the two servers. 

B. The SSL Certificate is proof that the Knowledge Center server is what it says it is Customers feel safe knowing that
the server is really legitimate. 

C. Without SSL, the user password will be sent as the original user input text to the Knowledge Center server. 

D. SSL makes conversion private. The authentication data (username and password, and session cookies) is encrypted
across networks. 

E. SSL protects the KCenter and Kcontent virtual directory: it is not used to protect the Kdata virtual directory. 

Correct Answer: AC 
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